CIVIL PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE

IN THIS TEMPLE
AS IN THE HEARTS OF THE PEOPLE
FOR WHOM HE SAVED THE BATTLE
THE MEMORY OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN
IS ENSHRINED FOREVER
The second edition of the leading work Principles and Practice of Civil Procedure in Hong Kong provides a comprehensive explanation of the nature and operation of Hong Kong’s procedural rules. Over 2,000 new cases have been considered in publishing the second edition. Civil Justice Reform became effective in early 2009. Practitioners needed to prepare in advance for a very different litigation landscape, in particular how to best utilise the changes for the benefit of clients. The second edition assists practitioners to operate in this very different litigation landscape, in particular decide how to best use the change for the benefit of clients. Includes a to be published CJR supplement that will focus on the analysis and impact of fundamental changes in Civil Practice post effective date of April 2nd, 2009.

- Contains initial and extensive consideration of the changes
- Includes a CJR supplement published in 2009 focusing the analysis and impact of fundamental changes in Civil Practice post effective date of April 2, 2009.

An invaluable 2nd edition that builds upon practitioners’ experience from the past year following Civil Justice Reform. This edition is a comprehensive litigation manual as well as a useful accompaniment to The White Book. Taking a new focus, this edition gives practitioners guidance on other facets of legal business such as mediation. The new mediation chapter outlines the psychology of client management and how to convince clients to try mediation as well as advising clients when the mediation does not end favourably.

- Fully updated with new content to incorporate the first year’s experience of Civil Justice Reform
- Chapters include new graphs and flowcharts to ensure practitioners get every step right
- In-depth chapter on mediation, providing expert guidance of the new regime and the skills required by practitioners.

Sweet & Maxwell

Sep 2010 978 9 626 61400 6 Hardback
TBA

CIVIL PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE IN HONG KONG

2nd edition
Camille Cameron, Elsa Kelly

The second edition of the leading work Principles and Practice of Civil Procedure in Hong Kong provides a comprehensive explanation of the nature and operation of Hong Kong’s procedural rules. Over 2,000 new cases have been considered in publishing the second edition. Civil Justice Reform became effective in early 2009. Practitioners needed to prepare in advance for a very different litigation landscape, in particular how to best utilise the changes for the benefit of clients.

The second edition assists practitioners to operate in this very different litigation landscape, in particular decide how to best use the change for the benefit of clients. Includes a to be published CJR supplement that will focus on the analysis and impact of fundamental changes in Civil Practice post effective date of April 2nd, 2009.

- Contains initial and extensive consideration of the changes
- Includes a CJR supplement published in 2009 focusing the analysis and impact of fundamental changes in Civil Practice post effective date of April 2, 2009.

Sweet & Maxwell

Sep 2008 978 9 626 61332 0 Hardback
HK$2,650

HONG KONG CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM PRACTICE MANUAL

2nd edition
Martin Rogers

An invaluable 2nd edition that builds upon practitioners’ experience from the past year following Civil Justice Reform. This edition is a comprehensive litigation manual as well as a useful accompaniment to The White Book. Taking a new focus, this edition gives practitioners guidance on other facets of legal business such as mediation. The new mediation chapter outlines the psychology of client management and how to convince clients to try mediation as well as advising clients when the mediation does not end favourably.

- Fully updated with new content to incorporate the first year’s experience of Civil Justice Reform
- Chapters include new graphs and flowcharts to ensure practitioners get every step right
- In-depth chapter on mediation, providing expert guidance of the new regime and the skills required by practitioners.

Sweet & Maxwell

Sep 2010 978 9 626 61400 6 Hardback
TBA
Civil Litigation in Hong Kong continues to develop apace, following the recent implementation of Civil Justice Reform.

The new 2011 Hong Kong White Book Service is your trusted resource in this new era of watershed change, offering full, unrivalled access to civil litigation procedure.

The Hong Kong White Book remains the authoritative, judicially accepted reference source for all litigators, covering tribunals all the way to the Court of Final Appeal.

The recent changes to the law from Civil Justice Reform mean that it is more important than ever to stay on top of procedural demands when bringing a case to court.

In addition to the changes to the Rules of the High Court and the Rules of the District Court, amendments have also been made to certain tribunals, and a new set of Practice Directions has been issued.

The 2011 Hong Kong White Book Service draws from a broad base of practitioner experience derived from the critical first year following the changes introduced by Civil Justice Reform.

The recent new changes in areas such as mediation and higher rights of audience, are fully incorporated in the new 2011 Hong Kong White Book Service with updates reflecting the ever-changing landscape of the law. Two special releases and four periodic e-newsletters are part of the service and keep the practitioner fully abreast of the constant flux of procedural developments.

NEW – TWO SPECIAL RELEASES REFLECTING THE NEW LEGAL ORDER

Hong Kong Civil Procedure 2011 Service

- 4 Volumes, including a New District Court and Tribunals Volume
- 2 Supplements
- Special Release – A CJR Special Release by Professor Adrian Zuckerman on The New CJR Court-Managed Litigation System
- Special Release – Mediation Special Release by Dr Raymond H M Leung and Cecilia K W Wong examining the recent implications of Practice Direction 31.
- 4 e-newsletters

Hong Kong Civil Jurisdiction Handbook is the only comprehensive and consolidated guide to the important amendments to primary legislation that makes clear what changes have been made and the impact these will have on civil practice in Hong Kong.

- Easy to navigate guide to the new laws
- Includes important changes made by the 2008 Ordinance and the primary legislation
- Useful comparison with the Civil Justice Reform in England and Wales.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1 Introduction by The Hon. Mr Justice Chan PJ
2 High Court Ordinance (Cap. 4)
3 District Court Ordinance (Cap. 336)
4 Lands Tribunal Ordinance (Cap. 17)
5 Small Claims Tribunal Ordinance (Cap. 338)
6 Appendix: Civil Justice (Miscellaneous Amendments) Ordinance 2008
**BULLEN, LEAKE JACOB’S PRECEDENTS OF PLEADINGS**

*16th edition  Supplement Service*

The Hon Mr Justice William Blair, Lord Dan Brennan, QC, Lord Justice Robin Jacob, The Hon Mr Justice Brian Langstaff

Bullen & Leake & Jacob’s Precedents of Pleadings provides all you need to know when drafting statements of case in civil law including:

- Offers a wealth of authoritative, structured precedents of statements of case
- Covers all branches of litigation from common areas such as personal injury and employment to the more specialist ones, such as sport and aviation.

**PHIPSON ON EVIDENCE**

*17th edition*

Hodge M.Malek QC

The leading work on civil and criminal evidence, Phipson on Evidence:

- Examines in detail all aspects of the complex principles and procedures which make up the law of evidence
- Covers every area of the subject in depth, so that the work can be relied upon to solve even the most complex questions relating to evidence
- Takes into account the introduction of the Civil Procedure Rules, the Criminal Justice Act 2003 and subsequent legislation passed in the five years since the previous edition was published.

**ARLIDGE, EADY & SMITH ON CONTEMPT**

*3rd edition, Supplement Service*

Sir David Eady, Professor A T H Smith

Bringing the third edition of the mainwork fully up-to-date with the latest case developments.

- Includes coverage of the important case of Mersey Care Trust v Ackroyd (No 2) [2007] HRLR 19
- Considers where those accused of contempt should wherever possible be given the opportunity of legal representation
- Updates coverage in chapters 7 and 8 about the need for open justice.

**CIVIL APPEALS**

**PRINCIPLE AND PROCEDURE**

Anthony Speaight, QC, Sean O’Sullivan, James Leabeater, James Purchas, Lynne McCafferty

Civil Appeals provides detailed procedural guidance through the complex process of bringing appeals in the civil courts.

- Explains procedures and also goes beyond the rules themselves to examine the principles applied by appellate courts when considering appeals
- It is wide-ranging in scope, dealing with appeals from country court judges, district judges, Queen’s Bench and Chancery Masters and bankruptcy registrars, as well as High Court, Court of Appeal and House of Lords Appeals.

**EXPERT EVIDENCE**

**Law and Practice**

*3rd edition*

Mark James

Expert Evidence: Law and Practice is a comprehensive survey of the law, practice and procedure relating to the admission of expert evidence in courts, tribunals, official enquiries and other proceedings (including arbitration). It gives detailed guidance to those involved in the pre-trial preparation of expert evidence or the presentation or questioning of it in court.
• Covers expert evidence in both civil and criminal proceedings
• Includes all important statutory provisions and rules, and extracts from relevant cases
• Updated in light of the continuing effects of the Civil Procedure Rules, and the Criminal Procedure Rules.

Sweet & Maxwell UK
Dec 2009  978 1 847 03614 8  Hardback
HK$2,746

INJUNCTIONS

10th edition
David Bean

The revised 10th edition provides a description of the jurisdiction of the court to grant injunctions, together with detailed guidance through practice and procedure.

• Covers all areas of the law, including a chapter on matrimonial and domestic proceedings
• Features the full range of injunctions in one volume
• Includes an extensive collection of precedents, which, in conjunction with the procedural points, make this an indispensable guide.

Sweet & Maxwell UK
Nov 2009  978 1 847 03899 9  Paperback
HK$1,228

EXPERT EVIDENCE LAW PRACTICE PROCEDURE & ADVOCACY

4th edition
Ian Freckelton, Hugh Selby

Cited regularly by superior courts in every jurisdiction in Australia and New Zealand, this work analyses the complex law and practice surrounding expert witnesses and expert evidence in personal injury, commercial, criminal and family law litigation.

Setting out and interpreting the complex common law and statutory criteria for expert evidence admissibility, the book also provides guidance regarding expert witness appearances.

• Fundamentally revised to accommodate the increasing application of the uniform evidence legislation
• Deals with a wide range of new areas of specialist evidence
• Analyses relevant court rules and the use of single experts and concurrent evidence by experts and incorporates new analysis of the law concerning expert witness immunity, civil and disciplinary actions against experts and evidence in relation to psychiatric injuries.

Lawbook Co.
Feb 2009  978 0 455 22547 0  Paperback
HK$1,312

AMERICAN JURISPRUDENCE

The Recovery of Pure Economic Loss
2nd edition
West Editorial Staff

This set provides a broad coverage of all fields of American law-state and federal, civil and criminal, substantive and procedural.

• The articles collect, examine, and summarise the broad principles of American law
• Provide direct leads to supporting cases, related annotations, forms, proofs, and trial techniques
• Alphabetically arranged in more than 400 topics or chapters.

West
April 2009 (last update)  13504006  Subscription
HK$78,050